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On March 21, Brazil and the US signed a scientific cooperation agreement which will allow Brazil
to acquire US technology for supercomputers, nuclear power, and a rocket guidance system. An
earlier cooperation accord had been suspended by the US in 1991 due to Brazil's failure to recognize
US trade patents and copyrights on pharmaceutical products, computers, and inventions. The
dispute over intellectual property rights came to a head in mid-1993 when the Office of the US Trade
Representative (USTR) placed Brazil on a black list of "serious trade offenders" for not respecting
US patents, which in turn encouraged Brazil to file a complaint with the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.
The new agreement reactivates the 1991 accord, allowing US companies to immediately reinitiate
the sale of high technology products to Brazil. It also extends the 1991 pact by permitting Brazil
to purchase the VLS rocket guidance system. Until now, the State Department had denied Brazil
components for that system because some experts said they could help Brazil develop longrange ballistic missiles. The US was also concerned about Brazil's arms sales and technological
cooperation with Iraq, plus its refusal to sign nuclear non-proliferation accords.
In February, the Brazilian Senate ratified a nuclear accord that will allow foreigners to conduct some
inspections. Nevertheless, Brazil still has not signed the 1968 Non- Proliferation Treaty. Brazilian
officials say the VLS rocket system is part of a civilian project to enter the commercial satellite
business. The government had already approached Russia and China in recent months to acquire
the VLS technology and other weapons, such as attack helicopters and sophisticated missiles.
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